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Abstract
This study looks at the correlation of the English learning which is by using weblog and the adaptation for
international students at Universiti Malaysia Perlis. The study was conducted on the first batch of International
students. There were 37 students from three countries with the majority from China followed by Indonesia and
Sudan. The students were in the Intensive English Course for nine months which was a pre-requisite before entering
into the first year of Bachelor Degree program. The adaptation level is determined using the Sociocultural
Adaptation Scale (SCAS) by Searle and Ward (1990). The English proficiency level is determined by using DYNED
software. This courseware is designed to help learners acquire the target language in a natural but accelerated mode
of learning. The result of the study shows that the students have improved their language competencies after
attending the course. Although the language improvements differ individually based on their postings in the blog
most of the students show better flow of writing and seemed to be at ease as compared to earlier stages of the
course.
Keywords: Weblog, Adaptation, International students
1. Introduction
Weblog is gradually becoming the new popular culture and to some extent has taken the place of journal entries as
the medium of expression. In teaching and learning, weblog has also been used as a tool as students can use it as a
personal space to read and write as well as use it as use it for communal purpose. On the other hand, proficiency in
the language alone is not a guarantee for successful communication among Non-Native Speakers. Therefore as a
part of the language course design, Universiti Malaysia Perlis has taken the stride to enhance its preparatory
Intensive English Course by integrating elements of intercultural communicative competence. In view that the IEC
course is offered to the international students who have just arrived to the host country, the elements of intercultural
communicative competence through weblog and adaptation have been put in focused.
According to Johnson (2004) blog could be perceived as electric journal in which allowing the user to keep their
writings. In the advent of CMC and technology based learning, there has been a massive increase in the usage of
blog as the medium of writing. Johnson (2004) has quoted example on the Bay Area Writing Project which
organized the Educational Blogger Network (edBlogNet) with the purpose of helping kindergarten through
university teachers “use web log technology for the teaching of writing and reading across the disciplines and it
proves to be a success in the United States. In our very own ground there were various attempts in the local tertiary
education with universities such as IIUM, UniMAP and USIM having blog writing courses with the aim of
improving the writing capacity of students (Shafiq and Ina, 2011)
While language proficiency is a desired skill in the advancement of students academic, the other factors related to
real life situation also play important role in the students’ academic as most educators have been acquainted with
the Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. In short while mastery of English language is expected to help the international
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students do well academically, proficiency in the language is also hoped to help the students adapt in the new
environment better.
Berry and Kim (in Handojo, 2000) have listed out the dimension of changes need to be faced in adaptation which
are namely physical, biological, social, cultural and psychological. The list of challenges requires adjustment to the
new weather and climate, different foods, diets and diseases. Social support and friendship may be cut off upon
being uprooted from the indigenous environment. The new surroundings may even demand a change in attitudes and
values. For the international students, the adaptation extends to other changes in dimensions (Ina, Huzili, and Kuldip,
2008)

•
•
•
•

Academic; system, reference used, evaluation method
Teaching and learning style; supervision cues, peers, teachers and lecturers
Language; variety used, formal and informal language
Financial; fees, currency, banking system, billing system, logistic cost, unfamiliar services

Failure to adapt to the new changes upon migration would collapse the students’ daily performance and functioning
and could lead to negative outcomes in the students’ health, psychological wellbeing and academic performance in
the long run (Poyrazli, Kavanaugh and Baker, 2001). It is believed that the faster the international students adapt to
the new culture, the better they will do academically (Gholamrezaei, 1996). As educators, efforts must be made to
assist the students’ adaption and learning progress and thus brings on the departure points for this study.
This paper is aimed to illustrate the use of weblog in learning English in the easing adaptation, determine if the
international students improved their English after undergoing the Intensive English Program, and identify the
correlation between English language proficiency and adaptation
2. Methodology
The students entered the Intensive English Course (IEC) for six months before enrolling into the undergraduate
programs. The weblog was created during class in the language lab using the Blogspot.com and was in effect
throughout the semester.
2.1 Inventing the Blog
The instructor created a class weblog and posted some topics to trigger ideas. The students and the other instructors
also created their weblog and began posting some topics and pictures. Next, the instructor created the URL link list
of all the students and instructors in the class weblog, making it easier to communicate and view each other’s
posting. The Students login to the site http://eicclass.blogspot.com and their own weblog for the duration of the
semester to publish their entries.
2.2 The Weblog Layout
The weblog comprises of two columns. One column is reserved as the space to write the entries and the recent date
and time of the entry. Underneath of the writing space is the comment area where the readers can post comments on
the issue. Blogspot.com also allows function for trackbacks and this gives a sense of virtual conversation.
In the right column, there is a list of blog belonging to the students and the language instructors. This column also
consist of the University logo, pictures of the language instructors, the blog archives, the URL links for English
learning website and reading materials. More functions were added later such as the Word-Match-Up game and the
Join In’ button for weblog followers. The layout of the blog is as shown below (Figure 1)
2.3 The Lessons
The students add their preferred weblog link on their own site. The instructor posts topics regularly on the class
weblog to trigger discussion and more ideas. The students are also encouraged to write on the activities that they
took part in such as the class trip to the theme park, the snake farm and the University functions and events. The
class time allocated for weblog writing is one hour and a half lesson, twice a week. They are also encouraged to visit
their friends’ weblog and give comment.
One of the sessions is meant for individual blog whereas the other is meant for discussion or class blogging in which
all students must respond to the topic posted by the instructor on the class blog. This particular exercise requires the
students to give respond by posting their thoughts on the comment section of blog. These comments must however
be done during class time and they were given ample time to answer. At times, the instructor would prepare an
extended activity or post a link to websites that offers further explanation or more exercises related to the topic of
the day. Once everybody in the class has responded the instructor would then discuss with the students all of the
individual comments and give the answers. This is when the instructor focuses on shedding the lights on matters
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concerning intercultural boundaries in language. The instructors were to avoid from giving judgmental comments
and too much emphasis on the grammatical structure. The emphasis would be more on the aesthetic value, their
ideas and content.
2.4 The Adaptation Scale
The adaptation scale used as instrument for the study is inspired by Sociocultural Adaptation Scale (SCAS) by
Searle and Ward (1990) which has been tested and applied in his studies on international students in other countries
like Singapore, New Zealand and Australia (Ward& Kennedy; 1993). The items from the instrument are used in this
study as an adaptation scale for UniMAP context.
The English Proficiency is measured using the DynED Courseware, the Placement Test. The test was given at the
beginning and at the end of the IEC program. The proficiency test covers the main four aspects of language skills
which are Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing.
3. Findings
The weblog is found to be useful for the students to express their ideas and thoughts at ease and lighten up the
discussion. The topics are related to real life situation and this brings forth many issues on adapting to the new
environment. Some of the weblog entries show reflections on their new environment such as their new past time, the
food and interesting places that they discover.
Some of the challenges faced are accessing the site from outside the language lab. The students could not perform
the task in their hostel due to lack of facility. They have just arrived to study in Perlis and many of them do not have
their own personal computer. However the university provides many computers in the library and they can use the
computer in the language lab throughout the day. Having the two sessions a week gives the instructor and the
students’ ample time to work on the weblogs.
Another problem is the failure to read and comment on their friend’s weblog. The students are informed that the
instructor keep tab on the comment and allocate marks for this and the comments start coming in. As the lessons
move on, the students are more aware of the task and began to plan on what to write by taking pictures.
Data analysis done using SCAS indicated to be internally consistent with Cronbach Alpha of 0.914.). This finding
confirms that SCAS is internally reliable, just like the studies conducted by the other studies (Ward & Kennedy,
1993a, 1993b, 1993c; Ward 1996, Searle and Ward, 1990, Ward & Bosner, 2001)
There was a significant correlation between the scores of test one and test two at 1% significance level. It was found
that there was a significant increment in the English language scores at the end of the course as compared to the
scores taken at the beginning of the course. The finding supports that the students have significantly improved their
English language proficiency towards the end of the program, based on the scores of DYNED tests given.
It was found that there was no statistical significance between test one and overall adaptation score. Even though
there was no statistical significance, Test One was found to be negatively correlated with the overall adaptation
score. This means that at the point of arrival and entry into the program, good scores in English language proficiency
test does not indicate better adaptation. (Ina & Islam, 2011)
The correlation between adaptation score with Test two was also not significant at 5% significance level. Even
though the value is not statistically significant; the fact that the correlation between test two and adaptation score
was found to be positive. Therefore it can be inferred that those who improved their English also have improved in
their adaptation score. The correlation between adaptation score with Test two was also not significant at 5%
significance level. Even though the value is not statistically significant; the correlation between test two and
adaptation score was found to be positive. Therefore it can be inferred that those who improved their English also
have improved in their adaptation score (Ina & Islam M.A., 2011).
4. Discussion
The result of the study shows that the students have improved their language competencies after attending the course.
Although the language improvements differ individually based on their postings in the blog most of the students
show better flow of writing and seemed to be at ease as compared to earlier stages of the course. The students have
also demonstrated their understanding that communication transcends beyond the language itself and thus supports
the finding that it helps them in adapting to the host culture. Adaptation is inevitable for the students to function
normally. The demand to learn a wide range of culturally defined and unfamiliar roles under pressure of time and
expectations poses stress. Adaptation failure would collapse the students’ daily performance and functioning which
could lead to negative outcomes in health and academic performance in the long run.
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Figure 1. The class weblog

Figure 2. Sample of students’ weblog
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